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h i g h l i g h t s
• Comprehensive provenance information can be captured from cloud based services.
• Provenance can be represented efficiently in a graph database.
• Intermediate data can be automatically re-generated from the provenance graph.
• Provenance graphs fused with performance data can predict future execution times.
• Data storage can be optimised based on the real world cost of data reproduction.
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a b s t r a c t
Accurate and comprehensive storage of provenance information is a basic requirement for modern
scientific computing. A significant effort in recent years has developed robust theories and standards for
the representation of these traces across a variety of execution platforms. Whilst these are necessary to
enable repeatability they do not exploit the captured information to its full potential.
This data is increasingly being captured from applications hosted on Cloud Computing platforms,
which offer large scale computing resources without significant up front costs. Medical applications,
which generate large datasets are also suited to cloud computing as the practicalities of storing and
processing such data locally are becoming increasingly challenging.
This paper shows how provenance can be captured from medical applications, stored using a graph
database and then used to answer audit questions and enable repeatability. This static provenance will
then be combined with performance data to predict future workloads, inform decision makers and
reduce latency. Finally, cost models which are based on real world cloud computing costs will be used
to determine optimum strategies for data retention over potentially extended periods of time.
© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction
The capture, storage and analysis of provenance traces are
traditionally exploited to give users the answer to questions such
as ‘What algorithm was used to generate a particular result?’. The
result can be visualised in the form of a directed graph that shows
how data, workflows and services combined to create the data that
is of interest. In scientific and medical research, this information
is important as it explains the process used to generate the result
(the data) and so allows others to judge its value and whether or
not best practices have been followed.
A typical provenance trace can be represented as a graph
structure tracing the flow of information from its source, through
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: simon.woodman@ncl.ac.uk (S. Woodman).
any processing and analysis steps and onto its final form. In
addition to capturing this basic task dependency, the directed
graph structure can be augmented with additional properties that
represent the configuration of algorithms, data identifiers, code
and library versions etc.
Being able to answer this class of question is important when
processing sensitive information such medical data as it enables
a level of operational auditing which can ensure that all data has
been processed consistently.
The inverse can also be addressed: ‘What results have been
produced using a certain algorithm’. The answer to this question
is also particularly relevant in medical applications as it allows
results to be regenerated if enhanced versions of algorithms
become available or if code is subsequently found to contain errors
(an application of such a situation is presented in Section 3.3,
where updated versions of predictive models were developed
several times during the course of the study).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2017.01.003
0167-739X/© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/
4.0/).
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In addition to allowing basic questions regarding both the
generation of data and its subsequent use to be answered, there
is also the potential develop data processing environments that
make use of provenance traces to enable higher level operations
to be automated. For example, a workflow platform may make
use of provenance data to reconstruct ‘‘virtual workflows’’ [1,2]
allowing the re-generation of results or intermediate data even if
the original workflows that produce them have since been deleted.
These virtual workflows can also be used to re-generate results
if some of the intermediate processing steps need to be altered
(for example to update analysis code or to correct erroneous
algorithms [3]).
The use of data analytics and associated cloud resources has the
potential to revolutionise the treatment of a number of chronic
conditions. However, the volumes of data collected are frequently
extremely large and analysis can require significant computational
resources. Cloud computing offers a convenient solution as it can
be paid for as needed and is capable of scaling to store and process
large numbers of datasets simultaneously.
However, because the charging model for the cloud represents,
to some extent, an unknown cost and therefore risk to project
managers, it is important to have an estimate of the likely
data processing and storage costs that will be required to
perform a given set of experiments/study. If, in addition to
basic provenance data, information regarding execution time,
computation resources required and intermediate data sizes is
collected, there is the potential to develop predictive models of
cloud processing costs to address this issue.
The cost of execution is not the only cost associated with data
analysis—the original raw data and results must also be stored.
For large cohort medical studies the cost of data storage will be
significant especially given that funding bodies mandate that all
data must be retained for a considerable period following the
end of the project.1 An issue, particularly for medical workloads
is that this data may be very large, and in some cases, the
intermediate data generated during the execution may be orders
of magnitude larger still [4]. At one extreme, it is trivial to calculate
the cost associated with retaining all data basic on cloud providers
published pricing information. At the other extreme, it is also
possible to regenerate the data (subject to certain conditions)
by constructing and executing a ‘virtual workflow’ to regenerate
the data, thereby retaining none of the intermediate data. Clearly
these offer two opposing options for being able to obtain the
data at a later point in time. Further, it is possible to optimise
the storage strategy by combining these two approaches—storing
some datasets and regenerating others. These strategies can
be compared by applying cost models based on current cloud
providers storage and compute offerings.
The questions outlined above and platform requirements
necessary to address them are summarised in Table 1. Almost all
of the questions rely on storing the structure of the provenance
graph and analysing it to produce a set of relevant traces or
datasets. Some of the questions, those involving predicting future
execution time also rely on having sufficient historical provenance
and performance data to be able to construct a reliable model.
Finally, to answer some of the questions it is also necessary to be
able to predict future storage costs.
This paper will use a real world case study from a collaborative
project with colleagues who are interested in the links between
levels of physical activity and diseases such as Type II diabetes
and cardiovascular disease. This case study, and others we
have experienced in the medical sciences, are interesting as
1 MRC mandates that all research data must be retained for 10 years—if the data
relates to clinical trials it must be retained even longer, effectively indefinitely.
they exhibit interesting characteristics such as large volumes of
data, algorithms which are frequently updated and long running
studies. Other domains exist which exhibit some or all of these
characteristics and would be good candidates for applying the
techniques presented here.
Section 2 of this paper presents an introduction to physical
activity analysis—one of the medical case studies that is used
through the remainder of the paper. Section 3 shows how
provenance data can be captured and represented in a data
model tailored for this domain. The provenance information
is stored in a graph database and queried to allow a set of
representative questions to be answered. Section 4 introduces
the ideas of capturing performance data and combining this with
the provenance store in order to predict future execution times
of workflows. In Section 5 candidate data retention policies are
introduced to determine whether or not it is better to store data
or regenerate it on demand. These are combined with cost models
from commercial cloud providers to determine the optimum
retention policy. Related work is discussed in Section 6 and finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Physical activity analysis
Historical and ongoing research projects are investigating the
links between levels of physical activity and chronic conditions
such as Type II Diabetes and cardiovascular disease.2,3 The most
common method for monitoring the physical activity of a subject
is via the use of wearable devices such as accelerometers. Typically
these take the form of a wristwatch that captures data at 100 Hz
over a period of several weeks. Devices such as the GENEActiv and
Actiwatch are commonly deployed and awide body of research has
been published using data captured in this way [5].
Movement data takes the basic form of a long timeseries
containing three distinct channels of data captured from three
perpendicular axes (X , Y & Z). An analysis of the patterns within
this data can give an insight into a number of underlying conditions
for example Activity level [6], which can be used to indicate quality
of life and aid in the assessment and measure rehabilitation of
some medical conditions.
The issue, however, is that as the wrist worn accelerometers
measure movement data over three axes at approximately 100 Hz
formany days, the quantity of data to be analysed is large—a typical
data file is approximately 800 MB in size and comprises some 100
million rows of data. Once collected, the analysis procedure [7] for
this data involves categorising the acceleration signals into one of
several categories for instance: Sedentary, Light Activity, Walking
and Running. This is then used to make recommendations as to
suitable exercise plans for that specific patient. Further analysis
may also be conducted [8] which can answer different research
questions such as whether the patients sleep is affected by a
change inmedication or investigate exercise patterns across a large
population.
Although the task of processing data for a single patient is
tractable, clinical studies have collectedmovement data from large
numbers of participants and analysing this data requires larger
scale facilities. For example one of the studies processed using
our infrastructure contain 300 GB of data collected from 1000
participants. Even this volume of data is modest compared with
the UK Biobank, which has collected 24 TB of movement data from
100,000 participants.
Clearly, given an hour of typical processing time for a simple
analysis, the task of processing data from a complete study is
2 http://www.directclinicaltrial.org.uk/.
3 http://optimistic-dm.eu/.
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Table 1
Requirements for provenance analysis and cost prediction.
Graph structure analysis Execution time prediction Cost prediction
What algorithm was used to generate a result? ×
What results have been generated by an algorithm? ×
How can we apply an updated algorithm? ×
How long will it take to analyse a study? × ×
Howmuch work is in the system? × ×
Howmuch will it cost to store the data for N years? ×
Howmuch will it cost to regenerate the data? × × ×
What is the most efficient way to keep the data? × × ×
not a trivial one and raises issues regarding both the provision
of appropriate resources to complete an analysis in an acceptable
time frame and also keeping track of the analysis processes and
software versions used. This latter requirement is particularly
important as movement analysis algorithms are the subject of
active researchwith improvements and fixes published frequently.
For example, one popular algorithm [8] has seen thirteen releases
in a two year period in order to fix bugs and increase functionality.
The use of workflow engines to coordinate the analysis of data
generated in these projects is increasingly common as they can
mitigate some of these issues by providing suites of services used
in traditional Extract, Translate, Load pipelines [9].
3. Provenance capture and storage
Typically, a provenance trace is represented as a directed graph
whose nodes are either data items or processes that take in data
items as input, perform a computation and produce data items
as output. The graph’s arcs link data to processes, indicating
that an item of data was either produced by or consumed by a
process. The graph can contain the sub-graphs of independent
workflow enactments, linked together by data items that are
common to more than one enactment—for example a data item
that is generated by one workflow and consumed by others.
The analysis of such traces can be used to answer questions such
as:
• Q1: Find all direct and indirect dependencies of data item Di.• Q2: Find all computations and data items used to generate Di
(ancestor query).
• Q3: Find all data items that are derived from data Di, or from
service Sj or workflowWk (descendant query).• Q4: If the computation that generated trace Tl is re-run, are the
results the same?
Q1 is generally considered the baseline query that all prove-
nance management systems should support, and some effort has
been invested in ensuring its efficient processing [10,11]. This high
level query is specialised into more meaningful queries by the Q2
and Q3 queries.
Queries of type 2 are typically used to explain the presence of
a certain data item in the output, as they return the fragment of
the input dataset that has contributed, directly or indirectly, to that
output. This often has an intuitive interpretation in settings where
the workflow maps data from one domain onto another.
Type Q3 queries are used to perform impact analysis, as they
return all and only the data items whose value is influenced,
directly or indirectly, by a certain input (or intermediate data
located upstream in the provenance graph).
There are however restrictions on the questions that can be
answered based on this trace information, and on how that
information can be usefully exploited. Major issues surround the
important concept of reproducibility.
Whilst capturing a provenance trace is necessary, it is not
sufficient to allow a computation to be repeated as a situation
known as workflow decay [12] can occur. The problem is that
while provenance systems can store information on how the
data was generated, they do not store copies of the key actors
in the computation: the workflows, services and data. Even if
a diligent researcher retains all their data and their calculation
workflows, there remains the possibility that any services used
may disappear or be modified rendering workflows that depend
on them inoperable. To address this issue, systems such as the e-
Science Central platform [13] retain all versions of data workflows
and services used in any computations and make can make use of
a provenance traces reconstruct any analysis workflows that may
have been deleted.
By using these capabilities, we are able to answer Q4 and other
queries relating to versions of services used within the workflow—
if the versions of services change, what effect does this have on
the results. As will be shown in Section 3.3 this can have effects
on the analysis of medical data in two ways. Firstly, it allows
an investigator to ascertain that the same version of the service
was used throughout a long running study. Secondly, it allows
the developers of analytics methods to compare newer versions of
algorithms against older ones [14].
3.1. Capturing provenance
A number of standards exist for representing provenance traces
such as OPM and PROV [15]. The model presented here and
shown in Fig. 1, is based on the Open Provenance Model (OPM)
Version 1.1, and can be used to produce a directed acyclic graph
of the history of an object. Objects in OPM are categorised as
either artefacts, processes or actors which correspond to nodes
within the graph. Vertices in the graph represent relationships
between two objects and are of types such as wasGeneratedBy,
used, wasControlledBy andwasDerivedFrom. The OPMCoremodel
has been extended with subclasses to identify the different types
of processes and artefacts we are concerned with. For example,
execution of aworkflow and a servicewithin aworkflowhave been
differentiated. The relationship between workflow execution and
service execution is of type contained is not strictly required by our
model but its inclusion makes it easier to generate the different
views of the process. The artefacts described in the model are
also subclassed in order to differentiate between versions of data,
services, libraries and workflows. The fact that the User controls
all of the processes has been omitted from the diagram to aid
clarity [3].
Our model deals with two different types of data artefact:
Data Version and Transient Data. This is due to the semantics of
workflows in e-Science Central: data generated by a workflow
must be explicitly saved using a service which ‘exports’ the data
back into the e-Science Central repository. Any data which is
not explicitly exported will be discarded when the workflow
completes.
In addition to storing the structure of the provenance graph
in terms of processes, artefacts and the relationship between
them, it is necessary to store the properties of the processes and
characteristics of the artefact. For example, any parameters used
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Fig. 1. e-Science Central provenance model.
in the process must be stored, and for the purposes of predicting
future execution times, performance characteristics and execution
time are also logged.
It is pertinent to point out that not all services are repeatable or
will give consistent results. Services may be non-idempotent (for
example a database INSERT operation) or they may include non-
deterministic algorithms. e-Science Central attempts to account for
this by calculating a hash of any intermediate data. This allows the
detection of situations where re-running code produces different
results. In these cases, if the intermediate data is critical, it can be
persisted indefinitely within e-Science Central.
3.2. PAC1 activity analysis
Theworkflowusedwithin theNewcastle 85+project to analyse
the data and determine the levels of physical activity is shown in
Fig. 2. This example will be used throughout this paper (referred to
as the PAC1 workflow) to illustrate the contributions being made.
The workflow operates on binary data from a GENEA 1.0 activity
monitor and the purpose of the workflow is to extract the data
into the format required by the PAC1 algorithm—CSV formatted
timestamp, x, y, z and then run the algorithm on that CSV data [7].
Other blocks in the workflow are concerned with managing the
study—renaming files for consistency and attachingmetadata from
the header of the binary file. The output is a report which is
exported from the workflow engine to the e-Science Central data
store.
The ancestral provenance trace of the PAC1 report is shown in
Fig. 3. The workflow contained 9 services and was controlled by
the user with Id Simon. In a largely linear fashion services used
transient data that was generated by the previous service in
the chain. The deviation from this linear pipeline is that the rename
files service used not only the report generated by the previous
service but also the original binary file (in order to get the name to
rename the report to). The properties of the graph have not been
shown because of clarity and space limitations but data relating to
identifiers, versions, timings and input parameters are all captured
and stored along with the graph structure.
3.3. Using a graph database to store and interrogate provenance
Given that the provenance structure being stored is a directed
acyclic graph, we chose to store it in the non-relational graph
database, Neo4j4 and various components of the e-Science Central
platform can log provenance data in this format. Neo4j differs from
traditional relational databases as its structure does not consist of
tables, rows and columns, but instead of nodes, relationships and
properties. This provides a much more natural fit to our model,
and allows us to store the provenance graph directly instead of
encoding it in a relational model. Neo4j has also been shown to
scale well, and most importantly, to perform well in terms of
queries even when storing a very large graph structure [16].
Instead of SQL queries, Neo4j supports a language graph query
language, Cypher5 and an operation known as a traversal. The
latter is an imperative way of defining how to traverse the graph
from a particular starting node—what types of nodes and edges
to traverse, in what direction, and when to stop. Cypher gives a
declarative way of matching patterns in the graph. Using either
of these methods we are able to answer the high level questions
identified earlier.
A project which made extensive use of Q3 type of queries
was Limbs Alive [17] which tried to determine whether the
rehabilitation following Stroke could be improved using computer
games. During this project, one partner was developing a model
which predicted a CAHAI score (a measure of upper limb
movement frequently used in Stroke rehabilitation). As more data
was collected from the patients a better model was able to be
built. A traverser was used to construct a ‘‘virtual workflow’’ which
was used to regenerate the results using the updated model and
automatically compare them to the previous ones [17].
This section has shown how it is possible to model, capture and
store the provenance of data generated by e-Science Central work-
flows. Realworld examples frommedical studies have been used to
illustrate some of the concepts and the applications of provenance
traces in generating virtual workflows. The following sections will
show how this data can be used for other purposes including pre-
dicting compute requirements and optimising storage provision.
4 https://neo4j.com/.
5 http://neo4j.com/developer/cypher/.
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Fig. 2. PAC1 workflow for Newcastle 85+.
Fig. 3. Provenance trace for report generated by PAC1 workflow.
Fig. 4. e-Science Central workflow structure.
4. Predicting future execution times
One of the practical uses of provenance when married with
performance data is to attempt to predict future execution times
from historical performance of a given component. There are
three key drivers for medical studies: returning an analysis in a
predictable amount of time when there is a patient physically
waiting for a diagnosis/consultation; estimating the compute
resource required to support the analysis of an entire study within
a given timeframe and estimating the resources required to re-
process a set of data given an updated/corrected algorithm.
4.1. Modelling workflow execution times and data sizes
e-Science Central, workflows can be considered as a linked set
of individual software components (blocks) which act sequentially
upon items of data.
The basic structure of an e-Science Central workflow is
illustrated in Fig. 4 which shows a number of connected blocks
(B1 . . . Bn). Each of these blocks can contain a property set that
defines its behaviour (P1 . . . Pn). The analysis pass of the workflow
execution process will identify B1 as the single data source block.
The execution threadwill first execute B1 using the property set, P1.
This will take a period of time, D1, and produce a piece of output
data, O1. This data item will be propagated to the second block in
the workflow, D2, along the connection, C1,2. The second block, B2,
will then be executed using its property set, P2, and input dataset,
O1. This process will take D2 seconds.
From this it can be seen that the total actual execution duration
for the workflow, Dwf can be expressed as:
Dwf =
n
i=1
Di.
To generate an estimated execution duration for the workflow,
ˆDwf , a summation of duration estimates for the individual
workflow blocks is therefore required:
ˆDwf =
n
i=1
Dˆi.
This approach is applicable to the e-Science Central workflow
engine because it does not attempt to execute any blocks in
parallel, so the total execution time can easily be calculated.
For cases where workflow paths can be operated in parallel, the
longest duration for each parallel path must be summed in order
to predict the total execution time. In order to generate a prediction
of the execution duration for a particular block, Dˆi, a relationship
needs to be defined that relates execution duration to the various
attributes of the block that can influence performance. In general
the execution duration for a block will be a function of the input
data size to the block,Oi−1, the actual codewithin the block and the
block parameter settings, Pi. The estimated duration of any block
within the workflow can therefore be calculated using:
Dˆi = fDi(Pi,Oi−1)
where fDi represents the predictive duration model for the ith
workflow block. From this, it follows that the total workflow
duration can be predicted by:
ˆDwf =
n
i=1
(fDi(Pi,Oi−1)).
Because the duration estimate for each block within the
workflow is dependent upon the size of the data flowing into it,
the process of estimating the duration of amulti-blockworkflow is
complicated by the fact that, for non data source blocks (i.e. most
blocks within the workflow) a value for the input data size must
also be estimated. If the output data size for a block is assumed,
like the duration estimate, to be a function of the input size (Oi−1)
and the block settings (Pi), the output data size for a given block
within a workflow can be modelled using:
Oˆi = fOi(Pi, ˆOi−1)
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where fOi represents the predictive output size model for the
ith workflow block. During the process of producing a duration
estimate for an entire workflow, this size estimate is propagated
throughout the workflow in place of the actual data sizes. It
follows, therefore that as the size of the workflow increases, the
model prediction will be degraded by both the errors in predicting
the duration of each block and also the errors accumulated
by propagating size estimates to each duration prediction. The
availability of accurate models which can predict the quantity of
data produced by executing individual blocks is therefore central
to accurately estimating total workflow execution time.
In order to capture performance data, the e-Science Central
workflow engines send data regarding the total execution dura-
tion, the volume of data processed and configuration properties for
all blocks in a workflow to the provenance server asynchronously
via a message queue, a pattern adopted to reduce the impact of
data logging on the primary e-Science Central database.
4.2. Model types
The relationship between block duration and observed execu-
tion data for blocks within an e-Science Central workflow can fall
into one of three broad categories:
1. The block duration can be estimated using a linear combination
of the execution data contained within the performance
database.
2. The block duration follows a non-linear relationship between
execution time and the captured performance data.
3. The block duration exhibits no correlation to any of the
observed execution data.
The performance modelling system can maintain models
for each version of each block observed during workflow
executions and generate duration predictions using the most
appropriate model on demand. This requires models to be
managed (Section 4.3) and also the facility to generate some sort
of prediction even in situations where the quantity of observed
data is insufficient to create one of the models described above
(Section 4.3).
4.3. Model management
One of the key requirements for the performance modelling
application is to provide a robust prediction of performance
properties that are refined as more data becomes available.
Therefore, a number of fallback predictions are provided to cater
for situations where models are unavailable for a block:
1. If there is no model available for a specific version of a block a
version agnostic model is used.
2. If there are no models of any sort for a block, but there is at
least one observation for a block, average values for execution
duration and output size will be used.
3. If there is no data of any sort for a block, the average duration
for all blocks will be used and the average output data size will
be used for predicting output sizes.
The reasoning behind the above logic is to return a prediction
wherever possible and to always return the best prediction that the
system can provide at a given point in time. In addition, because
the nature of a block cannot generally be determined a priori,
the performance modelling system must be able to determine
automatically whether the execution duration of a block is linear,
non-linear or uncorrelated with respect to the observed data.
In order to achieve this, the system builds every type of model
contained within its library for each block. This pattern has been
adopted for some earlier chemical modelling work [18] and, once
built, the model demonstrating the best performance on a set of
test data is used to generate duration predictions until the next
model update step.
Fig. 5. Simple data generation workflow.
4.4. Modelling simple workflows
In order to demonstrate the suggested approach to modelling
workflow performance, simple workflows containing a set of
trivial blocks under ideal conditions were modelled to investigate
whether it was indeed possible to generate reliable performance
models. These experiments were performed in the Amazon AWS
cloud in order to best represent the conditions under which the
medical data processing workflows are executed in the other
examples presented in this paper.
The workflow studied in this initial experiment (Fig. 5)
contained ten simple Java blocks that are provided with every
installation of e-Science Central. These blocks perform basic data
manipulation tasks and are therefore more IO than CPU intensive.
As such, the execution of these blocks is likely to be very highly
correlated to the data volumes being passed through them.
All models built during these experiments were compared
using the Root Mean Squared Error measurement (RMSE), and the
correlation (r2) between the predicted and observed execution
durations. The workflow shown in Fig. 5 was executed 250 times
with a set of randomly generated input files ranging in size from
7 kB to 14 MB. These files were pre-generated and one was
selected at random for each of the 250 executions. The results
of this experiment demonstrated that for the majority of blocks,
it was possible to generate an accurate prediction of execution
time based upon the size of the input data and the captured block
configuration parameters. For example, Fig. 6 shows the duration
prediction model for the Shuffle block (RMSE = 1.329, r2 =
0.999).
In order to assess the performance of these models when
applied to different workflows (containing a subset of the blocks
shown in Fig. 5), a differentworkflowwas constructedwhich again
processed a set of randomly generated data. This new workflow
was executed multiple times and for each execution, the actual
duration was recorded along with a duration estimate generated
by the performance monitoring system. The results are displayed
in Fig. 7 and indicate RMSE = 4.077 and r2 = 0.997 [19].
4.5. Modelling the PAC1 workflow
Following the same approach, the PAC1 workflow (Fig. 2)
was modelled using the data capture architecture described
above. Whilst data regarding tens of thousands of PAC1 workflow
executions have been captured from the NE85+ and other studies,
the vast majority of executions were for datasets of exactly the
same size, which do not produce data relevant to the generation
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Fig. 6. Prediction of execution duration of the Shuffle block on Amazon EC2.
Fig. 7. Execution duration prediction for new workflow.
of regressionmodels. However, within this data set there are some
differences in input file sizes. This is due to truncated datasets,
episodes of non-wear and other factors which resulted in devices
being worn for less than the full two week period. Using this data,
we were able to model execution duration using a variety of input
data sizes ranging from 66 to 800 MB. The resultant model, shown
in Fig. 8 demonstrated an r2 of 0.99 and RMS error of 158.08.
Given these results,we can be relatively confident that it is possible
to predict the behaviour of the PAC1 workflow under a range of
different input conditions. Additionally, taking these results into
account, we can estimate that the average time taken for PAC1 to
process a standard dataset is approximately 45 min.
This exercise, therefore, has demonstrated the feasibility of
using provenance and performance data to estimate the resources
required (both in terms of CPU time and also data volumes) to
execute a real world workflow.
5. Optimising data storage
The studies described in this paper can generate not only
significant amounts of primary, source, data but also lots of
intermediate and output data from the processing and analysis.
Most of the physical activity monitors used store data in a
compressed, proprietary, binary format. This contrasts to the
developers of the analysis toolboxes who typically want to remain
device agnostic and so operate on data formats that are open
and human readable (in the case of CSV) but less efficient in
representing the data. A key component of any data analysis
Fig. 8. Execution duration prediction for PAC1 calculation block.
workflow, therefore, will be to transform the data from the format
it was collected in to the format required by the algorithm
implementation.
In order to follow best practices for reproducible science, and
increasingly commonly for funding or regulatory reasons, it is
necessary to retain all project data for a prolonged period of
time. One obvious solution is to retain all intermediate data in a
repository that expands each time any new work is performed—
an approach which has been demonstrated in the Taverna
workflow system [20]. This approach is guaranteed to work as
one has confidence that any intermediate result will always be
immediately available. The evident drawback, however, is that
such a provenance store has an unbounded size that continuously
grows regardless of whether the cost of retaining a piece of
intermediate data exceeds the cost of re-generating it. If, however,
a complete provenance trace is stored, in many cases it will be
possible to re-generate any piece of data using exactly the same
process that was deployed in the original processing work. The
drawback of this approach is that sometimes the computational
cost required to regenerate results may exceed the cost of merely
storing these results.
In order to effectively provide a comprehensive provenance
storage system which can strike a balance between retaining
and recalculating intermediate results, a cost model which
can incorporate knowledge of storage-vs-computation costs is
required. The decisions as to what to retain and what to re-
generate are therefore a trade-off in terms of the long term storage
cost and the cost (in terms of computation time) for re-generation
for each given piece of data [21].
Let us formalise the provenance model described in Section 3
to define that an Activity 0, A0 operates on Entity 1, E1, to generate
Entity 2 E2 such that E2 = A0(E1). Given a provenance aware data
store that was required at some point in the future to be able to
produce any entity, a simple strategy would be to simply store
these entities in perpetuity. However, given the system described
in Section 3 that captures the provenance data it is possible to use
this information to regenerate an exact copy of any piece of data
on demand. In generating any piece of intermediate data, it is also
necessary to account for the cost/time for the regeneration of any
upstream data which may have been deleted.
When considering which pieces of data to retain in the
provenance store and which to discard in favour of regeneration,
it is possible to generate a set of candidate options which include
every variation of keeping (K) or regenerating (R) an entity by
re-executing the upstream activities. In general, the number of
storage options is 2n, where n is the number of blocks within the
workflow. In reality, however, some of these candidate options are
not feasible. There are a number of reasons for this:
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Input data In some cases, it is not possible to regenerate data.
This occurs for example when some data is created by
a process that is not under the control of the workflow
engine. Typically, this occurs when data is uploaded by a
user. We consider data in the system that does not have
any incoming provenance as such an edge case.
Non deterministic and non idempotent operations As described in
Section 3 some processes either have side effects or el-
ements of non-determinism in their computation. The
output of such services must always be retained in the
storage system.
The number of valid candidate policies is expressed in terms
of the number of activities in the graph rather than the number
of entities. This is because in order to regenerate an entity the
activity must be re-executed. If an activity generates multiple
entities they will all be regenerated but it is the individual entity
that we are interested in. Candidate policies which do not keep all
of the outputs of an activity are still valid—the entities may be of
unequal size and so have different implications for storing them. In
general, the number of valid candidate solutions to the problem of
optimally storing provenance for a given workflow is:
N = 2n−(i+d+m) (1)
where: n is the total number of services, i is the number of input
data services, d is the number of non-deterministic services and m
is the number of non-idempotent services.
5.1. Storing and regenerating entities
Given a set of valid candidate retention policies for the data
(entities) generated as part of the workflow execution we can
compute storage and compute requirements associated with
adopting each retention policy. This ‘‘logical’’ cost can then be
mapped onto a monetary cost.
The following must be considered when calculating the logical
cost of adopting each policy:
Storage costs The cost of storing an entity in Cloud storage such
as Amazon S3 or Azure Blob Store for one month.
Regeneration costs the cost of the compute time to enact the
activities necessary to regenerate the entity. This will be
expressed in terms of CPU hours (CPUh).
Fixed costs The costs of maintaining any underpinning systems
such as application servers, databases, workflow engines.
Wewill ignore this cost as it is assumed to be fixed across
all retention policies.
5.2. Regeneration process (entity regeneration cost)
In order to regenerate an entity, the systemwill need to execute
the activities between the ‘last’ available entity and the desired
entity. By ‘last’ available entity we mean the closest ‘upstream’
entity in the provenance graph. Without branches, this is the sum
of the execution times between an entity, En and the last stored
entity, Ej.
compute_timen =
n
i=j
execution_time(Ai). (2)
Given a more complex structure where branches exist, the
equation shown above can be generalised into one which includes
the cost of regenerating the entities for the activities along the
different branches involved in the generating of entity En. We
define nda as the number of distinct activities along the branches
leading to En.
compute_timen =
nda
i=0
execution_time(Ai). (3)
As before, we must include the storage impact of retaining k
entities which are being kept rather than regenerated.
storage_volume =
k
i=0
storage_cost(Ei). (4)
The total resource requirement is the sum of the compute time
to regenerate each of the entities which have not been kept and
the storage volume of those which have, where there are p entities
which need to be regenerated
policy_cost =

p
i=0
compute_timep

+ storage_volume. (5)
The ERC policy gives accurate representation of the costs of
regenerating individual items but it is also possible to consider
regenerating all entities at the same time, the Global Regeneration
Cost which will require different amounts of compute and
storage. Other, more complicated policies can be applied which,
for example, introduce a maximum latency that data must be
regenerated within to ensure that data is available in a timely
fashion.
The PAC1 workflow as shown in Fig. 2 contains 9 activities.
Two of the salient points of this process are that the conversion
to CSV produces a large file which is approximately 4.5× the size
of the compressed input data, and the PAC1 algorithm is memory
intensive, requiring approximately 10 GB of physical RAM (see
Table 2).
In this process, most activities are repeatable but the blocks
which deal with obtaining the input data, are not. Thus, we need to
keep the output of Get and Download references. Additionally, the
Link Files activity is non-idempotent.
Therefore, from the original 29 candidate retention policies for
this provenance trace, given the three activities mentioned above
are not repeatable, this set can be pruned to 64 valid candidates.
5.3. Modelling future storage costs
Although one could assume that the cost of cloud storage will
remain a constant in the future, Kryder’s Rate [22] demonstrates
that storage, as with most other computer components, is
becoming cheaper to produce and is able to store information at
higher densities. When we are projecting costs 10 years into the
future, the potential storage costs can have a significant impact on
the overall price of each retention policy. Thus our use of a constant
rate would appear a little naïve. In order to adjust for this we have
looked at historical price data for the Amazon S3 service (Glacier
has remained a constant $0.01/GB/m since introduction and S3
Reduced Redundancy historical pricing is not available). The cost
of S3 is shown in Fig. 9 and shows the price dropping over time.
Notably, the price as of Summer 2015 is 1/5 of the cost when it
was first introduced.
Although price reductions have historically occurred in step-
wise manner, it is impossible to predict these steps in the future
and we therefore project future storage costs as, on average,
dropping at 1.6% per month.
It would be possible to also model the falling price and
increasing speed of compute as well as the falling storage cost.
However, this was not included in the model for a number
of reasons: firstly, the characteristics of each computation are
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Table 2
Performance stats for PAC1 process.
ID Activities Duration (min) ID Entities File size (GB)
A0 Get file reference 0.05 E0 File reference 0.0001
A1 Download ref 2 E1 Bin file 0.735
A2 Extract headers 1 E2 Header info 0.0005
A3 Convert to CSV 10 E3 CSV file 3.2
A4 PAC1 45 E4 Report 0.001
A5 Rename report 0.2 E5 Report 0.001
A6 Export files 0.2 E6 Report ref 0.0001
A7 Attach metadata 0.2
A8 Link files 0.2
Fig. 9. Historical costs of Amazon S3.
different with some bound by different limits—CPU, memory,
i/o etc. The increase in performance of EC2 machines would
make it hard to generalise about the speedup in computation for
different problems. Secondly, many of the computations we have
experience of are inherently single threaded. Thus, the addition
of more CPU cores will not affect the length of the computation
(although it could reduce the cost if a lower powered machine
were able to do the work in the future). The fact that storage is
constant with the only variable of price means that it is safe to
include in our model. It is likely that the ratio between increased
performance/lower cost of compute and the storage cost per GB
will make some candidate policies more or less attractive but it
is impossible to predict in what way. The uncertainty over the
compute costs for individual applications was the reason for its
omission. When we apply the file size and duration data to the
valid candidate policies we can see that keeping all of the data
would cost $2 over a ten year period (Shown in Fig. 10). The most
expensive option is KKKRKRRRR at $2.86 so keeping all of the data
is not the worst case scenario. However, the best case scenario
using the ERC policy is KKKKRKRKK which will cost just over $0.4
to store or regenerate over a ten year period. Looking at the shape
of the workflow the numbers presented are not surprising. The
policies which are more expensive favour regenerating the report
and storing the large intermediate CSV file. The cheap policies (the
distribution of policies is uneven with most costing around $0.4 or
$2.8) favour the opposite, to keep the small report and regenerate
the large CSV file if required, a more natural choice. Further,
whilst most of our calculations have assumed regenerating the
data a single time, this example shows us that we could regenerate
everything four times and it would still be cheaper than storing the
entire dataset.
Although the numbers in this example are small (even themost
expensive policy will only cost $2.80 to store the data for a 10
year period), it should be noted that this is for a single execution
of a single workflow. Given that the Whitehall study has 4.3k
Fig. 10. PAC1 storage and regeneration costs.
participants and each dataset collected has been processed using
this workflow the cost savings are much more significant. Studies
such as the UK Biobank with 100k participants will demonstrate
an even larger saving.
6. Related work
Research on provenance capture, storage and visualisation,
particularly in the area of e-Science has been an active area
for many years [23]. Much work has been done on how
provenance can be captured from heterogeneous systems such
as workflow systems and databases and subsequently integrated
and reasoned upon [24,25]. Recently the growth of non-relational,
and particularly graph databases have been adopted as provenance
stores given that a provenance trace is, inherently, a graph
structure [3]. Such databases offer both a natural domain fit for the
storage of provenance and powerful query interfaces to interrogate
and interpret provenance traces.
The focus of this paper is on some of the more practical uses of
provenance that is collected in scientific workflow management
systems. One of the frequent uses that we have not considered
is the use of provenance for debugging applications which are
not performing in the expected way [26]. Being able to view
the state and parameters of successful vs failures can be a very
useful feature in both debugging and optimising applications.
Other work shows that it is possible to verify that a process did
adhere to the contract (the retrospective provenance matches the
prospective provenance) which is critical in industries subject to
strict regulation and audit [27].
Taverna [28] and Kepler [29] are extremely popular workflow
engines used in the scientific domain and capable of capturing
provenance data. In many cases the facilities they offer are far
greater than e-Science Central in terms of querying and exporting
the provenance graph [30] and identifying collections used in
computations [31]. However, e-Science Central is capable of
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dealingwith service versions in amore gracefulmanner and, as this
paper has shown, creating executable workflows from provenance
traces.
Neo4j has previously been used by Wendell to capture prove-
nance data about the software development process [32] and by
Tylissanakis to store the provenance of scientific workflows [33].
The latter is similar to ourwork although it focuses on coordinating
Web Services and does not consider the issue of versioning. How-
ever, they do mention briefly that the are able ‘‘reproduce simula-
tion results’’ but do not go into detail.
The work presented by Duan [34] is of particular interest as it
closely resembles ours but focuses on Grid deployment scenarios.
One of the key differences is our use of the ‘Panel of Experts’
pattern [18] to generatemultiple predictivemodels of each service
rather than their use of a Radial Basis Function neural network.
We have found that it is imperative to include multiple modelling
techniques as some components will model significantly better or
worse depending on the technique used.
The work by Cushing [35] discusses how to scale Map-Reduce
style problems based on the expected execution time. The aim
here is to reduce the overall computation time by dedicating
more resources to components which are expected to take a
longer duration. In addition they aim to prevent starvation of
future components due to a previous one having not completed
execution. We do not restrict our execution pattern to Map-
Reduce, although we are able to construct such a pattern using e-
Science Central workflows.
Within the context of cloud computing, Roy [36] use autore-
gressive moving averages to predict the current workload of a sys-
tem. However, they are concerned with scaling cloud architecture
to minimise response time in a web application rather than scien-
tific workflow applications which exhibit different characteristics.
The literature around the Prophesy system details some
approaches to leveraging multiple predictive models to generate
a prediction for a larger unit of work [37]. As their work is
principally aimed at lower level functions with more complex
inter-relationships they generate what can be considered to be
a cross-product of model relationships between each ‘kernel’ of
computation. Our approach differs in that we only consider the
effects of the data transferred from one component to another and,
given that we are dealing with higher level components without
such inter-relationships, we do not need to compute the cross-
product of all components. We also show that it is feasible to use
the output of one predictivemodel as the input to anotherwhereas
other systems simply consider the summation of the predictions
from each model [38].
Typically systems which capture provenance do not attempt
to also capture the raw data itself. PBase [39], which is based
on the ProvONE model for interoperability, offers a web UI for
user query and interaction. Early versions were based on an RDF
store implemented in the Apache Jena framework but more recent
versions have used the Neo4j graph database. The optimisation
techniques presented in this paper could be applied to query the
PBase system in order to optimise a third party data store.
Provenance aware storage systems such as PASS [40,41] are
interesting because they maintain both the data itself and the
provenance trace for the generation of the data. One of the novel
features of PASS is that it is able to generate executable scripts
which describe the generation of a piece of data. These can then
be applied to other data and the user can be sure that the same
process has been followed. However they do not consider using the
provenance andperformance characteristics to optimise the cost of
storing data.
7. Conclusions
An ideal cloud workflow environment would be able to
accurately predict how long a given operation would take, the
exact volumes of data generated, be able to recreate any piece of
intermediate data on demand and do so at the lowest possible cost.
Whilst there is no system available that can perform all of these
tasks, techniques are available that can, to a degree, accomplish
some of these feats.
This paper has demonstrated that if, in addition to the storage of
basic provenance data, performance information such as execution
times, data volumes and cloud operational costs are captured, it is
feasible to approximate execution times and to develop long term
data storage strategies that can yield significant cost savings.
By adopting a set of simple approximations and fall-back
strategies, we have also demonstrated that even with very limited
performance data it is still possible, to a degree, to obtain
computation and storage cost estimates that can be used to inform
storage strategies. As more data is collected, these approximations
can be continuously improved and used to update execution
models and refine storage strategies over time.
The field of medical data processing is an interesting one as
it exercises the need for a comprehensive system for storing and
using provenance. At a fundamental level, provenance is critical
if audibility requirements are to be met whilst at a higher level,
the potential cost savings associated with optimising the storage
of intermediate results is significant.
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